Lifecycles

Going deeper activities
Curriculum Links
England
 Science: Notice that animals, including humans, have offspring which grow into adults
Wales
 Knowledge and Understanding of the World: Myself and other living things
Northern Ireland
 The world around us: Ways in which change occurs in the natural world

Activity A
Show the class the ‘Lifecycles’ visual (see final page of this document). Here are three lifecycles. A lifecycle
shows how an animal grows into an adult and has offspring itself. Discuss the following questions:
 Do all living things have to grow? Why?
 How has growing changed this gosling/tadpole/pupa?
 What new things can it do because it has grown? (swim, fly, crawl, jump)

Activity B
Ask the class if they know the lifecycle of any other animal. A human? A butterfly? A chicken? Discuss the
different stages as a class verbally and then set the challenge of creating their own lifecycle. Learners
work as a team, with each person completing one stage. Can you organise yourselves to create a
complete lifecycle?
Can you get them in the correct order and add arrows and labels too?

AGES

5-7

Have a whole afternoon?
Extend Activity A by explaining to the class that they are going to make a large lifecycle for
display in the school. On the ‘Lifecycles’ visual, model labelling the arrows, with a sentence
describing the change e.g. the tadpole grows legs, the gosling gets bigger or the eggs hatch.
Give each learner one lifecycle from the ‘Lifecycles’ visual (or the one they have created from the
Lifecycles ‘Getting Into’ activity).
Ask them to stick it in the middle of a larger plain piece of paper and then to add a sentence
next to each arrow on the lifecycles, describing the changes that they can see. Alternatively, they
could choose to draw a lifecycle that they learned about on their recent visit to WWT. Choose the
clearest, most explanatory sentences, to be copied up and added to a large class version.

Go outside
In small groups, tell learners to find/make a place that would be good for the start of an animal’s
life. For example: Where would a bird lay eggs? (In a nest). Groups gather twigs, sticks, grass and
moss to build a nest. Where would a ladybird lay eggs? (On a leaf). Groups gather leaves. Where
would a frog lay its frogspawn? (In water). A group works around a water tray, adding some fallen
leaves, soil and pond weed (or something they can pretend is pond weed).
Learners could also make eggs out of playdough or clay, looking carefully at the animals’ eggs
on the visual. It is important that we know about these places and protect them, so many more
animals in the future can start their lives and bring up their young.
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